: Configuration of Outbred Pedigrees for Simulations The pedigree configuration for each of the 40 outbred four-generation pedigrees included in the simulation studies, where the overall structure of each pedigree is as depicted, but the pattern of ancestry admixture varies according to the specified population structure. Scatter plots of estimated kinship coefficients against estimated probabilities of sharing zero alleles IBD, k p0q , for each pair of individuals from (A) PLINK using all 100,000 SNPs and (B) PLINK using only the 69,163 SNPs inferred to be non-ancestry informative markers (non-AIMs) using the procedure suggested by Morrison 13 . Scatter plots of the estimated probabilities of sharing two alleles IBD, k p2q , against k p0q for each pair of individuals from (C) PLINK using all 100,000 SNPs and (D) PLINK using the same 69,163 non-AIMs. The scales are held constant for each pair of panels. Each point is color coded by the true relationship type of the pair of individuals, and the colored dashed lines show the theoretical expected values for the corresponding relationship type. The pedigree configuration for each of the 50 inbred pedigrees included in the simulation studies, where the overall structure of each pedigree is as depicted, but the pattern of ancestry admixture varies according to the specified population structure. The shaded gray box indicates values for which pairs are inferred to be more distant than 3 rd degree relatives or unrelated (both classified as "unrelated" here) using both estimates. Each point is color coded by the relationship type of the pair of individuals, as inferred from the analysis using LD pruned SNPs, and the colored dashed lines show the theoretical kinship values for the corresponding relationship type. The same relationship type abbreviations are used as in Figure 5 . µ M piqs µ P piqs p1´f i q`f iμis Aa 2µ is p1´µ is q rµ M piqs p1´µ P piqs q`µ P piqs p1´µ M piqs qsp1´f i q aa p1´µ is q 2 p1´µ M piqs qp1´µ P piqs qp1´f i q`f i p1´μ is q µis is the allele frequency given that M piq and P piq share the allele IBD
